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ABSTRACT

Object tracking plays a very important role in many computer vision applications. However its performance
will significantly deteriorate due to some challenges in complex scene, such as pose and illumination changes,
clustering background and so on. In this paper, we propose a robust object tracking algorithm which exploits
both global color and local scale invariant (SIFT) features in a particle filter framework. Due to the expensive
computation cost of SIFT features, the proposed tracker adopts a speed-up variation of SIFT, SURF, to extract
local features. Specially, the proposed method first finds matching points between the target model and target
candidate, than the weight of the corresponding particle based on scale invariant features is computed as the the
proportion of matching points of that particle to matching points of all particles, finally the weight of the particle
is obtained by combining weights of color and SURF features with a probabilistic way. The experimental results
on a variety of challenging videos verify that the proposed method is robust to pose and illumination changes
and is significantly superior to the standard particle filter tracker and the mean shift tracker.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Object tracking is a very hot research topic in computer vision with many practical applications such as telecon-
ferencing, video surveillance and human-computer interface. The goal of object tracking is to inference the state
(position and size) of the object in an image sequence. To achieve this goal, a huge number of elegant algorithms
have been proposed in the previous literature, which can be roughly classified into two classes: deterministic and
stochastic methods.

In deterministic methods, the target is located in current frame by maximizing the similarity between the
target model and a target candidate.1–5 The most successful method is the mean shift based tracker3 which
finds the optimal solution by a gradient ascent search. In stochastic methods, the widely used particle filter6–8

maintains multiple hypotheses in the state space and assigns each hypothesis a weight reflecting the probability
of observing the target on the hypothetical position. Then the posterior probability density function of the target
state is estimated with these hypotheses and corresponding weights.

In spite of successes in many real circumstances, these proposed algorithms face many challenges such as pose
and illumination changes, clustering background and so on. When these challenges appear, traditional methods
cannot effectively locate the target and their performances will significantly deteriorate. The main reason for this
is that previous methods usually use color information alone to model the appearance of the target. However,
color features are not robust to appearance changes caused by those challenges. In light of the excellent location
properties of scale invariant features (SIFT), we attempt to combine the global color information and local SIFT
features in a particle filter framework in order to improve the robustness of the tracker. Due to the expensive
computation cost of SIFT features, the proposed tracker adopts a speed-up variation of SIFT, SURF to extract
local features. Specially, the proposed method first finds matching points between the target model and target
candidate, than the weight of a particle based on scale invariant features is computed as the the proportion
of matching points of that particle in all particles, finally the weight of the particle is obtained by combining
weights of color and SURF features with a probabilistic way. The motivation behind this idea is that these two
kinds of features are complementary each other.
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The closest work to ours is Ref. 9, where SIFT features are used to correspond the region of interests
across frames. Mean shift is applied to conduct similarity search via color histograms on target template and
corresponding target candidate. This method is computationally very expensive since it need to compute SIFT
features on entire image. In contrast to this method, our proposed method not only uses a speed-up variation of
SIFT but also only needs to compute the SURF features on small particle regions, which significantly reduces the
computational cost. On the other hand, Ref. 9 uses deterministic mean shift procedure to perform search, which
cannot effectively resist complex appearance changes. The proposed method uses a particle filter framework and
can effectively handle complex appearance changes.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed method. Section 3 includes experimental
comparisons between the proposed algorithm and two state-of-the-art algorithms, and Section 4 concludes the
paper.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we firstly describe the appearance modeling technique based on scale invariant feature and then
introduce the proposed novel particle filter framework using global color information and local scale invariant
features.

2.1 Scale invariant feature matching

Traditional tracking algorithms usually use global color information alone, which will perform poorly in complex
scene including appearance changes such as pose and illumination changes, clustering background and so on. On
the other hand, scale invariant features (SIFT)10 are robust enough to such changes and are more suitable to
effective object tracking. In this paper, we use SURF11—the speed-up variation of SIFT features to model the
local appearance model of the tracked target.

SURF is a local feature descriptor used to extract scale-invariant features. It first identifies key locations in
scale space by looking for candidate locations which are maxima or minima of a difference-of-Gaussian function.
It extracts a feature vector on each point that models the local image region in a scale-space coordinate frame.
The extracted features are invariance to local variations such as affine or 3D projections. Given the target model,
the SURF algorithm can effectively find the matching points between the model and the target candidate. An
illustration example of finding matching points between two images is shown in Fig. 1.

2.2 Novel particle filter using color and scale invariant features

In particle filter framework, the process and measurement models are given by

xt = g(xt−1,ut), (1)
zt = h(xt,vt) (2)

where vt and ut are the process and measurement noises, respectively. The conditional density of the state
variable xt given all measurements z1:t = {z1, . . . , zt} is propagated through prediction and update stages as:

p(xt|z1:t−1) =
∫

p(xt|xt−1)p(xt−1|z1:t−1)dxt−1 (3)

p(xt|z1:t) =
1
c
p(zt|xt)p(xt|z1:t−1) (4)

where c =
∫

p(zt|xt)p(xt|z1:t−1)dxt is a normalization constant. p(xt|z1:t−1) and p(zt|xt) are the predicted
probability density function and the measurement likelihood function, respectively.

At each time step, the conditional distribution p(xt|z1:t) is represented by a set of weighted particles using
sequential Monte Carlo methods. Denote the particle set at t−1 time as {x(i)

t−1}i=1:N , where N is the number of
particles. In fact, each particle represents a target candidate whose weight is determined by similarity between
the target and corresponding candidate. In standard particle filter framework, only color information is used as
measurement and the likelihood p(zt|xt) is based on the similarity of the RGB histogram between the target and
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Figure 1. An illustration example of finding matching points between two images.

the candidates. Color information alone is not enough to discriminate the target from the background, especially
in the complex scene which includes pose and illumination changes and clustering background. In this paper, in
order to overcome the limitations of standard particle filter tracker, we proposed a novel particle filter framework
using global color information and local scale invariant features.

Suppose that the histogram of the target is denoted by c�(i) i = 1, . . . , M , where M is the number of bins
in the histogram and such that

∑M
i=1 c�(i) = 1. The histogram computed on ith particle is denoted by c(xi

t−1).
The Bhattacharyya distance is used to measure the similarity between two histograms

D[c�, c(xi
t−1)] =

⎛
⎝1 −

M∑
j=1

√
c�(i)c(xi

t−1; j)

⎞
⎠ (5)

The weight of ith particle based on color information is computed as

ωi
t−1 = exp

(−D2[c�, c(xi
t−1)]

)
(6)

For each particle {x(i)
t−1}, we compute the number of matching points between it and the target model. Let

{Ni}i=1:N be the numbers between all particles and the target model. The weight of ith particle based on scale
invariant features is the proportion of matching points of that particle in all particles, which can be computed
as

ω̂j
t−1 =

Ni∑N
i=1 Ni

(7)

The final weight for ith particle is computed as

ω̃j
t−1 = α · ωj

t−1 + (1 − α) · ω̂j
t−1 (8)
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Figure 2. Qualitative comparison on waking sequence in which the face of the girl is to be tracked. The first row are the
results obtained by the mean shift tracker. The second row are the results obtained by the proposed method.

where α is a weight parameter controlling the roles of color and scale invariant features in the feature fusion.
The tracking result is finally represented by

x̂t =
L∑

j=1

x(j)
t−1 · ω̃j

t−1 (9)

The detailed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Novel particle filter framework based on color information and scale invariant features

Input: particle set at t − 1: {x(i)
t−1}i=1:N

for i = 1 to N do
1. Compute histogram c(xi

t−1) for ith particle

2. Compute weight for ith particle based on color information

ωi
t−1 = exp

(−D2[c�, c(xi
t−1)]

)

3. Compute numbers of matching points between all particles and the target model: {Ni}i=1:N

4. Compute weight for ith particle based on scale invariant features

ω̂i
t−1 =

Ni∑N
i=1 Ni

5. Fusion two kinds of weights
ω̃i

t−1 = α · ωi
t−1 + (1 − α) · ω̂i

t−1

end

Output: x̂t =
∑L

j=1 x(j)
t−1ω̃

(j)
t−1
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Figure 3. Quantitative comparison on walking sequence.

Figure 4. Qualitative comparison on seq simultaneous.rar sequence in which there are huge illumination changes. The
first row are the results obtained by the mean shift tracker. The second row are the results obtained by the proposed
method.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conduct experiments on three challenging video
sequences which involve severe partial occlusion, pose changes and illumination changes. The proposed method
is compared with standard particle filter tracker and mean shift tracker. In all experiments, α is set to be 0.55.

The first experiment is tested on walking sequence which involves severe occlusion. The qualitative comparison
results is shown in Fig. 2 from which we can see that the mean shift tracker will lose the target when the face of
the girl is occluded by the boy. The proposed method is very robust to severe occlusion and successfully tracks
the target in entire sequence. The quantitative comparison on walking sequence is shown in Fig. 3. As shown
in Fig. 3, the proposed method is significantly superior to the mean shift tracker and obtains the lower tracking
error.
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Figure 5. Quantitative comparison on walking sequence.

Figure 6. Qualitative comparison on seq djb.rar sequence in which there are huge illumination changes. The first row
are the results obtained by the standard particle filter tracker. The second row are the results obtained by the proposed
method.

The second and third experiments use the head tracking sequences∗. The second experiment on seq simultaneous.rar
sequence is shown in Fig.4. As shown in this figure, the mean shift tracker loses the target. The main reason is
that the appearance model changes due to the presence of illumination changes, however, the mean shift tracker
cannot adaptively model such changes. The quantitative comparison on seq simultaneous.rar sequence is shown
in Fig.5 which also verifies that the proposed method significantly outperforms the mean shift tracker.

The third experiment is conducted on seq djb.rar sequence. We compare the proposed method with the
standard particle filter tracker based on color information alone. The qualitative comparison results are shown
in Fig. 6. We can see from this figure that the standard particle filter tracker based on color information perform
poorly and the proposed method successfully tracks the target. The main reason is that when the scene includes

∗http://www.ces.clemson.edu/~stb/research/headtracker/seq/
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Figure 7. Quantitative comparison on seq djb.rar sequence.

illumination changes, the standard particle filter tracker cannot effectively weight all particles exploiting color
information alone. On the other hand, the proposed method uses a fusion framework in which the scale invariant
features can refine particles and obtain robust tracking performance. The quantitative comparison result is
shown in Fig. 7 and verifies that the proposed method is more robust than the standard particle filter tracker.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel particle filter framework which exploits both color information and scale
invariant features. Such two complementary features are combined in a probabilistic framework. Experimental
results on several challenging test sequences verify that the proposed tracker is more robust to partial occlusion,
pose changes, and illumination changes than standard particle filter tracker and mean shift tracker.
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